
NEW
glass!
Floors /
stairways, steps
ramps, runways
swimming pools
walkable roofs
walkways



Get the unique look of chemically engraved glass in a wide range of 
textures and several designs, with different combinations of engraving, 
relief and roughness, in a product that is highly resistant to wear and 
tear, unlike other materials applied to the surface of non-slip glass. 
Maximum grip and safety on both wet and dry surfaces.

All models of Madras Non-slip are certified to meet applicable  
international standards.

If you’re looking for a solid, long-lasting  
product that is highly resistant to the passage 
of time, we have the best solution.

CHARACTERISTICS

| product basis
  clear float glass / low iron glass

| sizes
  3.210 x 2.250 mm

| thicknesses
  6 | 8 | 10 | 12 mm

CERTIFICATIONS

| slip resistance (pendulum)  
  UNE - ENV 12633 

| dynamic coefficient of friction 
  ANSI A137.1

| static coefficient of friction 
  ASTM C1028



TREATMENTS ALLOWED

| lamination

| tempering

* The tempering process may  
alter the physical characteristics 
of the product, making it less  
slip resistant.

USE APPLICATIONS             /            CLAS

| interior dry areas
· sloping surfaces less than 6% .......................  
· sloping surfaces equal or more than 6%  
  and steps ..............................................................
   
| interior wet areas
  access to buildings from outside(1), covered    
  balconies, locker rooms, shower places, 
  restrooms, kitchens...
· sloping surfaces less than 6% .......................  
· sloping surfaces equal or more than 6%  
  and steps ..............................................................
  
| outdoor areas. swimming pools(2) ............. 
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(1) except in direct access to restricted areas. 
(2) areas intended for barefoot users and at the bottom of the pools in areas where the depth 
      does not exceed 1.5 m.



Moon glass_

Moon glass T - class 3
    



Mos_

Mos | transparent - class 1
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Mos 25 | frosted - class 3
Mos 18 | frosted - class 2



Pill_

Pill | transparent - class 1 Pill | frosted - class 2   
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Dot 25 | transparent - class 1
Dot 18 | transparent - class 1

Dot 25 | frosted - class 3
Dot 18 | frosted - class 2
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